COMPLETE PRODUCT LIST
Basic supplies: See “Other Stuff” Below
Cotton rounds or “coets.”
Baby wipes
Q‐Tips
Baby oil (makeup removal)
Latex‐free Wedge Sponges
Or Beauty‐Blender Makeup Sponge (my favorite!)
http://www.beautyblender.com/shop/category/all‐36.html
Sea‐Breeze Astringent or Toner
Moisturizer (oil‐free)
Orange “Puff” for powder
Medical/Surgical Adhesive Tape (3M‐Transpore)

For The face
Dermablend (For Beard Cover)
Loose Transluscent Powder
Revlon Colorstay Liquid Foundation
Concealor (optional)

For the Brows:
Flat, angled brow brush
Brown Eyeshadow (IN MATTE FINISH!)

Eyeshadow
*Brown (matte) *MUST HAVE

*Bisque (eggshell, light beige, or equivalent) in MATTE *MUST HAVE
*Pink or Salmon (shimmer or matte) *MUST HAVE
Black (matte), Plum, Dark Green, Dark Blue, and any other color you like! There is no
such thing as too many eyeshadows, but if you get a huge palette with dozens of colors,
most likely they will be of very poor quality. The expensive ones are pricey for a reason:
because they are better. Shop wisely.

Lashes:
Mascara: I prefer L’Oreal Voluminous in Black, not waterproof!
Any human‐hair false lashes you like (I like them long!)
“DUO” Lash Adhesive (I prefer “clear” not black)
False Lash “Applicator” (optional)

Eyeliner
CAKE eyeliner in black (comes in a little “pot.”)
Can also use regular liquid eyeliner, but it’s a pain.
Gel Liner is great, I love MAC but it’s not cheap.
Eyeliner pencils in Black (and any other color you like).

Contour Powders and Blush:
Wet ‘N’ Wild Bronzer (darkest shade!)
Any powder blush you like (hot pink is a NO.)
Any CREAM blush you like!

Lips:
Lipliner Pencils in Red, Maroon, Rose (or equivalent), and Coffee (or equivalent).
Lipsticks (any colors you like here!) but should have at least one Red, Pink, and Coffee.
Lip Shimmer (this is a very light colored, extremely ‘frosty’ lipstick that you dab only

as a highlight on the bottom lip.
Super‐shiny lip gloss (to go on top of lipstick) Yummy!

Brushes:

More Brushes:

OTHER STUFF:

